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Today’s Menu

 １．Background
‒ Why is executive compensation important?

 ２．Previous Literatures

 ３．Evidence in Japan



Questions?

 １．Do managers have incentive to maximize
shareholders’ value in Japan?

 ２．What is the ‘ideal’ executive compensation scheme?

 ３．To whose interest should managers maximize in
managing the firm? / What is the objectives of the firm?



Agency problem in top management
Separation of ownership from control

 There is a conflict of interest (agency problem) between
shareholders and top managers.

 As a principle, shareholders want managers to maximize
shareholders’ value.

 However, top managers want to maximize their own
utilities, such as spending companies money for
themselves.

 Shareholders do not have enough information to monitor
top managers.



Agency problem in top management

 Small shareholders do not have information nor incentive
to monitor top managers

 Information: Shareholders do not have sufficient
knowledge; information on the product market, and of the
company’s day-to-day operations.

 Incentives: It is too costly for individual shareholders to
monitor. They have to share the return of monitoring with
other shareholders: free rider problem

 Therefore, it is not possible for each shareholders to
judge whether manager is working toward shareholders.



Mechanisms to mitigate agency problem

 Monitoring device toward top managers
‒ Board of directors, shareholders’ meetings, auditors, banks

‒ Board of directors, auditors are supposed to monitor top
managers

‒ Banks and large shareholders have incentive to

 Market for corporate control
‒ If the stock price will be cheaper than the potential price, outside

investors may try to acquire the firm to replace the top managers
to improve firm value.

‒ Hence managers must keep their stock prices high in order to
prevent a hostile take-over and in so doing, keep their jobs



Monitoring Structure in Japan ‒
Shareholders Meeting (1)

 76% of listed companies hold
Shareholders’ meeting in the
same day.
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Monitoring structure in Japan
‒Shareholders’ meeting (2)
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 Average length of AGM is 29
minutes



Mechanisms to mitigate agency problem

 Managerial Turnover
‒ If managers with bad performance are more likely to be replaced,

they have incentive to improve the performance.

 Financial incentive
‒ If there is a positive relationship between top managers’ salary

and firm performance, they have incentive to maximize firm
performance even without monitoring by managers.



Financial incentive of directors

 Above discussion shows that it is difficult to monitor top
managers

 Then, it is important to strengthen the link between
performance and mangerial compensation.

 Top managers have incentive to maximize performance to
receive higher compensation.



Three types of incentive

 There are various types of financial incentive for top
directors.

 1) incentives generated by direct pay including base pay,
annual incentive and stock option grant

 2) incentives generated by inside ownership

 3) incentives generated by the threat of dismissals.



Direct pay

 Direct pay include Cash compensation (base pay + annual
bonus) and stock option grant.

 In some cases, it include long-term incentive

 In many countries, cash compensation comprises a
significant proportion of presidents’ wealth change.

  If there is a positive correlation between firm
performance and cash compensation, directors may have
incentives to maximize firm performance.



Inside ownership + stock option holding

 Stock option gives directors the rightto buy a stock at
pre-determined price.

 If stock prices exceed this exercise price, director can
gain profit by excising the option.

 As stock price is an important determinant of the value of
stock option, directors with stock option have strong
incentive to maximize stock price.



Inside ownership + stock option holding

 If director have large stake of the firm, they have strong
incentive to maximize stock price.

 They are often considered the most direct financial
incentive aligning presidents’ incentives with those of
shareholders in US.



Threat of Dismissal

 The threat of dismissal can be an incentive devise for
directors

 If there is a negative correlation between performance
and the possibility of dismissal, directors may have
incentive to maximize firm performance.

 Therefore, the threat of dismissal can generate incentive
for directors.



国際比較 (Murphy, 1999, HLE)



Case In Japan

 Kubo and Saito compute the magnitude of sensitivity of
presidents’ wealth with respect to shareholders’ wealth
change, including gain/loss from stock option and
managerial ownership



Various Incentive Mechanisms

 There are various mechanisms through which produce
financial incentive to directors.

 These are: base pay, bonus, stock option, gain/loss of
inside ownership and expected loss of future salary by
dismissal.



Estimating pay-performance sensitivity

 Firstly, we calculate how much yen these items change
when shareholders’ wealth change by 1000 yen, following
Jensen and Murphy.

 Then, we calculate how much presidents receive when
firm performance has improved from 50 percentile to 70
percentile.



President's Salary

 Amount of Presidents’ individual pay package is not
disclosed.

 Only total amount of directors’ salary is disclosed

 We estimate presidents’ base pay and their bonus from
directors’ total pay and composition of the board.



Incentive by Dismissal

 We calculate financial incentive generated by the threat
of dismissal: probability of dismissal multiplied by
expected loss.

 We assume t hat  i f  pr esi dent s wer e not  expel l ed,
t hey woul d st ay t hei r  posi t i on unt i l  t hey become
70,  and spent  f our  mor e year s af t erwar ds as a
chai rman.



Case in Japan: Kubo and Saito

 Data: 1979 ‒ 2000

 115 firms which is included in Nikkei 225 firms. Excludes
financial and gas electricity firms.

 They find that

 In 2000, president receive 0.333 yen when shareholders’
value increase by 1000 yen.

 When stock return improves from ‒2.1 % (50th percentile
of whole sample) to 14.8%(70th percentile), typically
presidents receive \2,652,000.

 These figures are much smaller than % 1.823m in the U.S.

 Presidents in Japan have very small incentive to
maximize shareholders’ value.



Firm Share Value

 Kubo and Saito



Change in directors’ pay
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Proportion of ownership by president
社長の持ち株の推移

 Kubo and Saito



Change in Jensen-Murphy Index

 Kubo and Saito



Relationship between stock return and
presidents’ income
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Difference in pay for different
performance in 1977, 88, 00
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Difference in pay
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Difference in pay for 50-70%-tile: Japan and
the U.S.
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Kubo and Saito

 Presidents in Japan have little incentive to maximize
shareholders’ value.

 This pay-performance sensitivity is getting smaller.

 In contrast to the public notion that firms in Japan
becomes more like those in the U.S., financial incentive of
presidents become less sentivie.



Other factors to be considered

 Relative performance evaluation (RPE)
‒ CEOs should be rewarded for relative performance, which exclude

industry shock and economy-wide shock, instead of absolute
performance.

‒ If the good performance can be achieved by external shock, such
as change in oil price, CEO should not be rewarded

 Presidents’ salary as a part of internal labor market
‒  If pay gap between presidents’ salary and employees’ wage is

large, employees may work hard to be promoted to top managers

 Career concern for presidents
‒ It is often the case that presidents become chairpeson and have

executive positions in industry associations, such as Nippon
Keidanren



Discussion

 What is good executive comepnsation scheme?

 What is the characteristics of financial incentive in large
Japanese firms?

 Do presidents have incentive to improve firm
performance?



ありがとうございました

Thank you very much.


